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Abstract
Background: Microbe is the driver for disposing of organic solid waste (OSW) during aerobic
fermentation. Notwithstanding, the signi�cance of microbe is always underestimated in numerous
preceding studies about the aerobic fermentation products assessment.

Results: Here, we investigate the humi�cation degree (HD) and humic acid content could be assessed in
terms of the bacterial community. Microbial sequencing and bioinformatics approaches are combined to
analyze the biological characteristics of 105 aerobic fermentation samples collected. The bacterial
communities could make predictions, which even correctly determines the categories of OSWs with 94%
accuracy. Furthermore, the bacterial genera screened are designated as the bacterial code, which is
substituted into the Random forest model to predict HD. And the bacteria codes can also provide a better
prediction of the HD.

Conclusions: Our result suggested that bacteria codes a reliable biological method is proposed to assess
HD effectively. Our experiment not only proves that the aerobic fermentation can be revealed by biological
means. The bacterial codes can also be used as an ecological and biological indicator to evaluate the
quality of the aerobic fermentation of different materials. This study further provides new insights on the
use of microbe to evaluate the content of various substances during the degradation process of OSWs.

Introduction
Aerobic fermentation is a signi�cant measure to achieve organic solid waste (OSW) resources, reduction,
and stabilization[1]. The essence of aerobic fermentation is a fast process of humi�cation. In this
process, the large quantities of humus formation is dependent on the activity of microbes[2]. Microbial
metabolism plays a major role in the high-e�ciency, rapid humi�cation process[2, 3]. The quantity of
humus and the degree of humi�cation(HD) affect the stability of the aerobic fermentation and determine
the quality of the �nal product[4]. Humus substance have crucial effects on soil fertility, soil remediation,
soil productivity, and soil biological characteristics[5, 6]. Therefore, HD and humus content are essential
indicators for evaluating the quality of humi�cation products.

HD evaluation is a comprehensive indicator to determine the �nal quality of humic acid products, and a
key evaluation indicator to in�uence the safe application of humic acid products. Various non-biological
indicators for the traditional evaluation of HD, such as physical indicators, chemical indicators,
spectroscopy indicators, etc[7, 8]. However, physical and chemical indicators are limited in measure HD
,and the spectral analysis method can not provide comprehensive information, so they are not enough to
quickly and accurately determine the stability of organic matter[8]. Therefore, it is crucial to �nd a
biological index to evaluate humi�cation products e�ciently. In addition, previous studies used to explore
the response relationship between microorganisms and humic acid in aerobic fermentation[9, 10]. Most
of them only reveal the response mechanism of a single material, rather than predicting and evaluating
the HD of different aerobic fermentation materials based on microbial community data[9, 11].
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Moreover, with the development of scienti�c research technology in recent years, high-throughput
sequencing technology has been applied more widely in aerobic fermentation research[12]. With
sequencing technology development, a mushrooming number of statistical methods based on bacterial
communities have emerged, especially machine learning[13]. The random forest has been veri�ed as a
better machine learning model to observe bacteria's response to environmental factors and offers a
straightforward and well-documented approach for creating predictive tools[14]. It has become the
current research trend. Importantly, there is ample evidence that bacterial communities directly or
indirectly respond to changes in the environment[15].The bacterial data did not always classify a site as
outside of target ranges when the chemical data would indicate that the chemistry changes are not
always affecting the biological communities in the same way.

This study investigates the bioindicator ability of bacteria during the aerobic fermentation by high
throughput sequencing for �ve kinds of OSW(chicken manure(CM), cow dung(CD), sewage sludge(SS),
garden waste(GW) and rice straw(RS)). Bacteria diversity analysis suggests that there are similarities in
bacterial communities during the aerobic fermentation, which we call consistent bacteria. Consistent
bacteria and the key divergent bacteria obtained by statistical screening constitute microbe indicators
that can characterize the aerobic fermentation of different OSWs. We use the random forest to prove a
signi�cant relationship between the bacterial community and the types of OSW in the aerobic
fermentation. And predict the collected humi�cation indicators. Our study establishes bacteria codes that
have a better performance in predicting humi�cation and proposes a bioindicator to evaluate HD.

Results
Analysis of bacterial diversity.

We compared the richness and diversity of the bacteria from different OSWs during aerobic fermentation.
Four kinds of alpha diversity were analyzed with Kruskal- Wallis test (Fig.1a). Shannon index and
Simpson index of bacteria were signi�cantly different between these OSWs. The alpha diversity of RS
signi�cantly differed from the CM and SS, and the alpha diversity in CD and SS were very notable
differences. The ACE index and Chao1 index analysis results showed that the richness of bacteria in CD
is signi�cantly different. In contrast, the alpha diversity of bacteria in GW relatively are similar to other
OSWs.

Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) showed that the differences of SS were smaller than other
OSWs, whereas the differences of CD were larger. There were signi�cant differences (p<0.001) in the
bacterial communities between OSWs (Supplementary Table.1, 2, Fig.1b). It was also illustrated a effect
on the microbial community structure during aerobic fermentation due to OSW's heterogeneity. What is
more, bacterial community structure has more signi�cant differences between SS and the other OSWs,
with R2 (0.244 -0.387). In contrast, the community structure was relatively similar between GW and other
OSWs. Some similarities can still be revealed various OSWs at locations of overlapping projections in
NMDS (Figure 1.b).
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Our study indicated that the diversity and community structure of bacteria was signi�cantly different for
various OSWs. However, NMDS analysis also showed that regardless of the plane, the projections of the
bacterial communities have a certain overlap. Therefore, if the purpose of evaluating aerobic
fermentation products could be accomplished, both divergent bacteria and consistent bacteria should be
considered during the aerobic fermentation of all OSWs. 

Consistent bacteria.

To explore the Consistent bacteria in all OSWs, OTUs were classi�ed into 988 genera. Proteobacteria,
Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, and Actinobacteria were found (Supplementary Fig.1 a, c, e, g, i) with high
relative abundance in all OSWs at the phylum. The samples of all OSWs were classi�ed similarly at the
phylum level. However, the relative abundance of phylum level varied greatly.

Both the aerobic fermentation of RS and CD, the relative abundance of dominant genera (except Others)
was around 20%. Among the aerobic fermentation process of SS, the diversity of bacteria was lower.
Moreover, the relative abundance of microorganisms in the same sample changed little, and the
organisms are relatively stable at the genus level (Supplementary Fig.1, b, d, f, h, j). Ten genera of bacteria
were present in 70% of the samples with high relative abundance (Fig.2). We named them as consistent
bacteria (CB).

Divergent bacteria.

To identify the divergent bacteria, some bacteria genera were selected with LEfSe statistical analysis
(Fig.3, Supplementary Tables 3-7). We summarize the bacteria belonging to the different groups in
various OSWs (Supplementary Figure 2). Too many biomarkers obtained from the LEfSe analysis were
not conducive to subsequent research. Thereby, we conducted a further classi�cation for divergent
bacteria so that we could �nd the critical divergent bacteria in various bodies of OSWs.

Divergent hub bacteria.

To determine which genus signi�cantly interacts with other bacteria, we construct �ve networks for
bacterial communities of different OSW respectively (Fig. 4). Overall, positive correlations were more
remarkable than negative correlations among all OSWs (Table 1). Compared to other materials, the
network density of CD was 0.169 with a higher number of nodes and edges (184 and 2852, respectively),
indicating that the bacterial communities of CD were the most complex and structurally stable. The
nodes' number of SS was only 47, with fewer species at phylum than others (Fig.4c). Still, its network
density was 0.101 and close to GW (0.105), larger than RS and CM. These results indicate that SS's
bacterial community composition was more straightforward than others. But the bacteria community
was more tightly linked, which was consistent with the NMDS analysis. Although the number of RS nodes
was 99, the lowest network density was only 0.054, implying that RS's bacterial community was looser.

The hub bacteria were selected based on the top 10% of degree ranking at the genus level for various
OSWs. The hub bacteria may have an enormous impact on bacterial community composition. For
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example, Haliangium was ranked in the top 10% of degree in CD, considered one of the hub bacteria in
the CD bacterial community. The hub bacteria were combined with the LEfse analysis to simplify
divergent hub bacteria (DHB) (Fig.5c). Moreover, DHB differentiate signi�cantly between the various
OSWs, suggesting that they may in�uence bacterial community structure differences.

Divergent functional bacteria.

FAPROTAX was applied to predict the functions of bacterial communities. We found that the bacterial
communities in every OSWs covered roughly the same functions with 30 basic functions. Nevertheless,
there are also slight differences between OSWs. Bacterial communities in GW cover more functions,
followed by RS, CD, CM, and SS, respectively (Supplementary Fig.3). We observed that the aerobic
fermentation process mainly contained three major functional groups: C metabolism (including lignin
decomposition, cellulose decomposition, etc.), and N metabolism (including nitri�cation, denitri�cation,
etc.), and fermentation. Therefore, the FAPROTAX results are simpli�ed into three aspects.
(Supplementary Table 8).

Our results indicated that the bacteria community also demonstrate functional diversity (Fig.5a). The CM
and RS emphasized fermentation more than carbon and nitrogen metabolism. In contrast, the bacterial
community of CD invests more in carbon and nitrogen metabolism capacity. For SS, carbon metabolism
capacity was stronger than aerobic fermentation and nitrogen metabolism, and nitrogen metabolism was
weaker. Moreover, GW was more balanced overall, with carbon and nitrogen metabolism are roughly the
same, and fermentation slightly higher than carbon and nitrogen metabolism.

The results of FAPROTAX analysis were combined with the results of LEfse analysis to screen out the
divergent functional bacteria (DFB) for each of OSWs. These genera may contribute to the signi�cant
differences among OSWs bacterial communities' function.

Constructing bacterial codes.

Firstly, The DFB and DHB were united as key divergent bacteria (KDB). Then, KDB and CB were combined
form bacteria codes for various OSWs (Fig. 6). Bacterial codes contain the CB that are stably present
during aerobic fermentation, the DHB that occupy critical positions in the community structure, and the
DFB that are functionally different for different OSWs. That is, we obtained all bacteria capable of
characterizing the overall bacterial pro�le of aerobic fermentation.

Random forest projections. After obtained bacterial codes of various OSWs in this experiment, the
Random forest model is applied to verify the feasibility of bacterial codes. All microbial OTUs at the
genus level were input into the random forest model (Supplement Fig.4). The results showed that the
bacterial communities could correctly determine the categories of OSWs with more than 94% accuracy. It
is also indicated that the bacteria community can be used to predict and assess aerobic fermentation
process with random forest model.
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The bacterial codes were input into the random forest model to predict some fundamental humi�cation
indicators (Fig.7). Furthermore, the standard regression curves were plotted based on the prediction
results. And when the slope is closer to 1, the prediction results are more accurate. Among the four model
scenarios that �t the linear regression analysis, the prediction of humi�cation indicators slope between
0.46-0.78. the prediction result is relatively assuring. Except for the samples of CM, the prediction
accuracy of HA prediction results is similar, and the slopes are all about 0.7 (Fig.6a). The slopes are all
greater than 0.6. the slope value of the CD is even 0.78, which is the highest value among all FA
prediction results (Fig.6b). For the prediction of the humi�cation index (Fig.6c), it is suitable for CD. On
the contrary, the CM humi�cation index prediction result is the minimum of all the predicted slope values.
(Fig.6d). The accuracy of the model HD prediction in the microbe varied across genus taxa between the
�ve OSW (Supplement Fig.5). Though, all the results suggested bacterial codes can response to the HD of
aerobic fermentation from the prediction results. It is also indicted that the potential ability of bacteria
codes to predict aerobic fermentation's HD.

Discussion
Determining and detecting the HD of products has been a major concern for researchers in the aerobic
fermentation[16-18]. In general, researchers use fundamental physicochemical indicators to determine
the HD of aerobic fermentation's products[19]. Hence, the introduction of biological indicators is
indispensable for the evaluation of HD of fermented products. Here, bacterial codes are developed for
bacterial communities in different materials. Bacterial codes can evaluate the HD of different materials
more accurately in this study. Moreover, a random forest model is used to predict the quality of the
aerobic fermentation's products. Collectively, the whole bacterial code recognition and prediction system
can be used as a feasible biological tool to evaluate the quality of fermentation of different materials and
control fermentation cycling. Moreover, this system can also be used for other biological processes
related to microbial reaction processes. For example, it can evaluate the hazard level of pollutants in soil
or water and assess the risk of intestinal microbial diseases.

We introduce the microbial community as an unknown parameter to investigate the HD. To fully
characterize the microbial community during the aerobic fermentation, the functions and composition
sequences of different microbes in OSW from various sources were summarized in a multi-dimensional
analysis. We suppose that attention should be paid to the similarities of bacterial communities in
experiments. Consistent bacteria are a speci�c group of bacteria in aerobic fermentation. Although the
abundance is different, bacteria preserved under different nutrition and physical and chemical factor may
have better characteristics under the speci�c aerobic fermentation conditions. Common microbes may
also be the most stable community in response to environmental perturbations. The predominance of
aerobic thermophiles and thermophilic bacteria (e.g., Truepera) is probably due to the aerobic
fermentation overall warming[20, 21]. Moreover, Trueper, Bacillus, and Enterococcus are associated with
the decomposition of substances such as cellulose[22, 23]. Also, Devosia and Flavobacterium may be
involved in functions related to nitrogen metabolism during the aerobic fermentation[24]. This means that
these genera are involved in the aerobic fermentation of most samples. Therefore, to predict the HD of
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samples more accurately, attention must be paid to these bacteria. They have great potential in
monitoring the aerobic fermentation and humi�cation quality of different OSWs.

Also, divergent bacteria populations can be classi�ed into multiple categories from multiple perspectives.
First, core microbial taxa can be determined based on network analysis parameters (such as degree,
betweenness, centrality, etc.)[25]. Core groups of microbes might be the dominant microbes in higher
abundances, or they might be the prominent conductors in a microbial network[26]. Conductors can direct
miner microbes to carry out a series of life activities. These conductors may not be abundant, but the
metabolites they secrete are the nutritional basis for the life activities of other microbes[27]. Secondly,
researchers select speci�ed microbes to study speci�ed metabolic pathways and microbial functions,
such as N and C metabolism[28]. Microbes are classi�ed according to their differences in function to
investigate the metabolic potential of different taxonomic groups on speci�c substrates or speci�c life
activities[29]. At present, micro�ora, micro�uidics, and �ow cytometry can be used to classify or separate
microbes with different functions[30, 31]. Third, to better describe and predict the evolution of the whole
structure and function of the community. Researchers are now making a variety of predictions using
mathematical models and statistical methods. Data from random forests show that bacterial
communities are instrumental in classifying and predicting the HD parameters. They compare the
predicted value of the random forest time series of bacteria codes with the actual value of the decay
index, as shown below. (Supplement Fig.6). Except that the predicted value of FA of bacterial codes is
different from the actual value, the predicted values of other decay values are closer to the actual value,
which indicates the feasibility of characterizing the decay degree by bacterial codes.

Our experiments have veri�ed the bacterial community as a biological indicator to evaluate the quality of
aerobic fermentation better. However, it still needs many experiments to prove it in practical application.
First, the raw materials for the aerobic fermentation are collected around Harbin, which may be limited by
region. Also, the types of materials selected are limited, and many follow-up experiments are needed to
verify the experimental results. In the future, the universality of this method can be veri�ed by multi-point
and multi-material joint tests. The results veri�ed by multiple experiments can be used to build accurate
mathematical models, and the humic acid process evaluation database can be constructed. Second,
since the composition of the microbial community was characterized only by 16S v3-v4 amplicon
sequencing, only the relationship between the bacterial community composition and HD was considered
during the fermentation process. Also, the relationship between fungi, archaea, or protozoa and HD was
not discussed. Furthermore, with modern life science and technology development, multivariate analysis
can be applied in this study, such as quantitative proteomic analysis, metabolomics analysis, micro�uidic
technology, etc. Also, the quality of aerobic fermentation's products is limited only by humic acid
concentration. External factors, such as different materials and environmental factors, can also affect the
degree of humi�cation. It is worth noting that microbes can characterize these external factors. That is to
say, the use of biological indicators to characterize environmental factors has its unique advantages
compared to traditional methods. Our experiment not only proves that the aerobic fermentation can be
revealed by biological means. The bacterial codes can also be used as an ecological and biological
indicator to evaluate the quality of the aerobic fermentation among different materials.
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Conclusions
Aerobic fermentation is considered an essential component of sustainable development as it can reduce
environmental problems caused by organic wastes. Microbes are the engine of aerobic fermentation,
given the importance of bacterial communities to ensure harmless of products after aerobic fermentation,
it is time that monitoring efforts better account for changes by biological method, rather than relying on
abiotic changes to determine the quality of aerobic fermentation. We evaluated bacterial communities of
5 types of OSWs during aerobic fermentation and the HD of host materials using 105 samples. The
research analyzed the bacterial community from multiple dimensions and constructed bacterial code that
can better predict HD. A greater use of the bacterial communities as indicators in degradation of OSWs
will not only improve our ability to manage aerobic fermentation but also further provides new insights on
the use of microbe to evaluate the content of various substances during the degradation process of
OSWs.

Methods
The samples of humi�cation.

A total of 105 humus samples of �ve OSWs were obtained from the Laboratory of Environmental
Microbiology of Northeast Agricultural University, China, in this study. The CM and the CD were collected
from the College of Animal Science, Northeast Agricultural University, SS from Harbin sewage Treatment
plant, dried, and processed into grain sizes ranging from 10mm-20mm. The RS was taken from
Xiangyang farm, and the GW was taken from the mixed forest of Northeast Agricultural University and cut
into fragments of about 20mm. These materials were aerobically fermented in a separate reactor[32]. For
the su�cient humi�cation, the solid organic waste's initial moisture content was maintained in the range
of 60–65%, the C/N ratio was 25:1, and the reactor's ventilation rate was 0.5 L/min[33]. The piles were
turned over each sampling time to ensure a steady supply of oxygen. Some samples were frozen at -20℃
for microbiological analysis, while others were air-dried for the determination of humic acids(HA) fulvic
acids(FA) organic matter(OM), and total organic carbon(TOC). TOC was estimated using the potassium
dichromate volumetric method.

Humus analysis.

Dry samples(10g) were evenly mingled by a mixed solution of 0.1M Na4P2O7·10H2O and NaOH at the
radio of 1:10(W: V), the mixture was shaken at room temperature for 24h, centrifuge the suspension at
10,000 RPM at 4℃ for 20 minutes. Thereafter, the obtained supernatant was �ltered through a 0.45μm
Millipore membrane, the limpid liquid obtained is the humus solution. Adjusting the pH of the solution to
1 by 6M HCL and standing at 4℃ for 12h. Centrifuge the solution at 10,000 RPM for 10 min. The FA
solution was obtained by purifying the supernatant with XAD-7 exchange resin. After repeated washing
with 0.1mol/L HCL solution three times, the precipitation was dissolved in 0.05mol/L NaHCO3 to obtain
HA solution. All samples were performed in triplicate and calculated the mean to reduce the error.
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SHIMADZU TOC-Vcph analyzer was applied to detect the TOC, HA, and FA[34]. The humi�cation indices
were calculated according to the following formula[35].

Humi�cation Index(HI)= CHA/TOC×100;

Degree of Polymerization (DP)=CHA/CFA.

High-throughput sequencing of 16S rRNA.

Sample DNA was extracted with a DNA kit (Omega Biotek, Inc.). Using a NanoDrop Spectro-
photometer(Gene Co. Ltd, shanghai China) to evaluate DNA quantity and quality To investigate the
bacterial structure of various organic solid wastes, the 16S primers 341F(CCTAYGGGRBGCASCAG) and
806R (GGACTACNNGGGTATCTAAT) were used to amplify the V3-V4 regions of bacterial 16S rRNA gene.
The sample is �nally sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq platform (Novogene Bioinformatics Technology
Inc, Beijing, China)[36].

Network analysis.

To determine the relationship between the bacteria of different solid organic wastes, using network
analysis to describe the underlying co-occurrences among bacteria[37, 38]. Network analysis is performed
at the genus level and �nally exhibited at the phylum level. Data �ltering was performed before network
construction with the 'Hmisc' package of the R software. The genus whose relative abundance sum is
less than 0.005 is removed to reduce the computational complexity and ensure the accuracy of the
calculation, avoid the error calculation caused by the null value[39]. Spearman correlation was used to
determine all the pairwise associations[40].

To obtain the genus with a higher correlation coe�cient, the genus with a Spearman coe�cient lower
(r<0.8) was eliminated. The less signi�cant correlations were dislodged by R software, and only
signi�cant correlations (P<0.05) were retained for the downstream procedure[41]. The Benjamini-Hochber
(BH) multiple test was used to correct the P-value, adjusted the false discovery rate (FDR), and the chance
of false rejecting the null hypothesis is not more than 0.05[42]. Imported the correlation results into the
Gephi (0.9.2) and visualized them with Frucherman Reingold algorithms. The network density, clustering
coe�cient, and other topological parameters of the network and the degree of each node in the network
were calculated by Gephi. The clustering coe�cient was used to re�ect the degree of embedding between
a node and its neighbors, that is, the degree of clustering between nodes. The network density represents
the degree of aggregation and the degree of connection tightness of nodes. The degree was used to
search the key hubs in the network[43, 44]. A node with a higher degree indicates that there are more
nodes connected to it in the network. When the node changes, it will affect more nodes, making the
network structure more likely to change, and it is also more likely to become a key hub in the network. Key
hub.

Function prediction of bacteria.
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Functional annotation of prokaryotic taxa (FAPROTAX) was used to evaluate bacterial communities'
potential functions and divide OTUs into one or more functional groups based on existing literature that
contains currently culturable bacteria [45]. FAPROTAX contains more than 7600 functional annotations
from more than 80 functional groups (e.g., xylanolysis, nitri�cation, methanol oxidation), Variations of
speci�c strains within species non-cultivable species were ignored, for example, horizontal gene transfer
led to the differentiation between strains. This may be closely related to different carbon compounds
degradation, and this is why some carbon metabolism pathways were not divided (similarly for
fermentation)[44]. However, other functions were more conservative, such as which were associated with
nitri�cation, denitri�cation, or sulfate respiration[46]. The method is run through matching the annotation
information of the OTU based on 16S rRNA sequencing with the information database through the
python program and output the predicted result of the function
(http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/louca/FAPROTAX/lib/php/index.php?p=Instructions).

Prediction of humi�cation indices.

Random forest was used to predict the humi�cation indices in aerobic fermentation and evaluated the
maturity quality of different organic solid wastes. Random forests have been con�rmed by previous
studies to be superior to other modeling methods in environmental bacterial communities[47]. Across all
the samples contained a total of 988 genera after rarefying. To reduce the number of explanatory
variables entering each random forest model, the two key categories of genera (C and KD) by multiple
methods in this study were �nally screened which best represented various samples. Random forest was
performed by 'randomForest' package with default parameters.[48] The linear regression models were
used to evaluate the accuracy of random forest prediction for the maturity of the material. The closer R2

is to 1, the higher the �t of the predicted value. The closer the slope of the equation is to 1, the closer the
predicted value is to the actual value.

Statistics analysis.

All statistical analyses and data visualizations in the R platform (4.0.2). Employ Canoco 5 to perform
NMDS analysis basic on OTUs data of different samples and visualize them by Originpro 2019. The
alpha diversity of different materials in the aerobic composting process was visualized by the 'vioplot'
package in the R. Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to measure whether there are differences in alpha
diversity among multiple materials[49]. Permutation multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) was
calculated by the 'vegan' package of the R software. PERMANOVA was used to determine differences in
bacterial communities among different organic solid wastes.[50] Bray-Curtis distance was utilized by
PERMANOVA to calculate the difference in bacterial communities, whether it is the overall level or
pairwise comparison. Linear discriminant analysis effect size (LEfSe)[51] was used to explore the
biomarkers (according to the biosystematics, it is divided into 6 categories from the kingdom level to the
genus level) of �ve different organic solid wastes, that is, the signi�cant divergent bacteria between the
material and others based on P<0.05 and LDA>2.0[48, 52].

http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/louca/FAPROTAX/lib/php/index.php?p=Instructions
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Abbreviations
OSW: organic solid waste; HD: humi�cation degree; SS: sewage sludge; CD: cow dung; CM: chicken
manure; GW: garden waste; RS: rice straw.
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Figure 1

Alpha and beta diversity of bacteria in humi�cation process based on high-throughput sequencing of 16S
rRNA. The differences of bacterial diversity (Shannon index, Simpson index, ACE, and Chao1) displayed
in vioplot were calculated by the Kruskal-Wallis test. a Where * indicates the magnitude of differences,
and there are signi�cant differences(* p<0.05, ** p<0.01), highly signi�cant differences(***p<0.001). b
shows NMDS analysis results for �ve aerobic fermentation samples of bacterial communities , with
different color coverage indicating �ve other organic solid wastes in a three-dimensional scatter diagram.
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Figure 2

Phylogenetic tree of consistent bacteria. According to OTUs' abundance analysis, Consistent bacteria
was selected, existed in no less than 70% samples of each aerobic fermentation material treatment. The
histogram shows the proportion of this bacterial genus in the various organic solid waste after
abundance normalization. The background color of the phylogenetic tree indicates to which phylum
bacteria belong.
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Figure 3

LEfSe results show that bacterial biomarkers are sensitive to different organic solid waste. The branching
diagram has six layers of circles. Each circle ring represents from inside to outside, kingdom, phylum,
class, order, family, and genus. A high abundance of species is labeled with color by color to distinguish
statistical biomarker in various organic solid waste, where gray nodes represent taxonomically
insigni�cant microorganisms.
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Figure 4

The network was constructed based on different organic solid wastes including chicken manure CM ,
cow dung CD , garden waste GW , rice straw RS , and sewage sludge SS on the co-occurrence
between bacteria taxa at the genus level. The node size symbolizes the degree of each bacteria, and the
node �lled in various colors is phylum taxa.
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Figure 5

FAPROTAX functional prediction results and phylogenetic tree of essential differential microorganisms. a
Ternary plots based on FAPROTAX functional prediction results different colors represent different
organic solid waste samples, and node sizes indicate the relative abundance of functional groups in the
samples. b Box plots of function prediction results, with box colors representing different functional
groups (C-metabolism, N-metabolism, and F-fermentation). c Function prediction, network analysis, and
LEfse analysis, with three circles outside the phylogenetic tree, the outermost circle represents the
material to which the bacterial genus belongs, and the two inner circles were indicating the function of
the bacterial genus or whether it is a crucial node microorganism. The color range of the evolutionary tree
represents gate-level taxa.
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Figure 6

Construction of bacterial codes for various organic solid waste. Input stage: bacterial community data ;
Screening stage: non- Divergent bacteria(ND), non-Consistent bacteria(NC), Consistent bacteria (C),
Divergent bacteria(D), Key divergent bacteria (KD); Divergent hub bacteria (DH), Divergent Function
bacteria (DF),non-Key divergent bacteria(NK) ; Consistent bacteria (C) and key divergent (KD) make up the
bacterial code. Bacteria code: the speci�c bar code of different OSW. Two types of bacterias were colored
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with blue and orange. Each number has a corresponding bacteria. The width of each bar is normalized
bacteria abundance in the bacteria code. Model input: The bacterial code is substituted into the random
forest model to make a prediction Output stage: the value of predict humi�cation.

Figure 7

Stochastic forest predictions of four humi�cation indicators during aerobic fermentation. a-d represents
the stochastic forest predictions of four humi�cation indicators(HA,FA,HI,DP) during aerobic
fermentation, respectively. The purple dots represent garden waste, the red dots represent rice straw, the
orange dots represent cow manure, the blue dots represent chicken manure, and the green dots represent
sludge. The grey dashed line represents the best-predicted case. The adjusted R 2 and slope are indicated
in the �gure
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